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The skies of Lingayen lit-up as Pangasinan State University led by Dr. Dexter R.
Buted shifts the traditional way of the opening ceremony of the SCUAA-I Regional
games via pyro-musical display.

Atop again!
Mariano
Marcos
State
University
(MMSU)
Stallions
triumphed over-all champion after
beating the six other SUCs in the
recently concluded 2016 Regional
State Colleges and Universities
Athletic Association (SCUAA) Meet
hosted by Pangasinan State University
on December 12-15.
The MMSU Stallions garnered
a total points of 346, a small 15-point
win gap from the second placer

Don Mariano Marcos Memorial State
University (DMMMSU) Stinging Bees
(331 pts).
Completing the participating
teams are University of Northern
Philippines (UNP) Sharks in third place
(297 pts); Pangasinan State University
(PSU) Golden Lions in fourth place (277
pts) ; Ilocos Sur Polytechnic State
Colleges (ISPSC) Panthers in the fifth
place ( 61 pts) and and North Luzon
Philippines State College (NLPSC) Tigers
(13 points).

Stallions emerged victorious in
men’s and women’s swimming,
women’s basketball, baseball, men’s
tae-kwon-do
and
women’s
badminton, women’s lawn tennis, and
women’s beach volleyball.
On the other hand, DMMMSU
dominated men’s athletics, women’s
volleyball, women’s tae-kwon-do,
men’s badminton, men’s lawn tennis
and men’s and women’s chess. (Cherrie
Dianne M. Mila-PSU Infanta campus)

PSU and DMMMSU win Mr. & Ms. SCUAA 1 2016

From L to R: Analine M. Cabebe- first-runner up (UNP), Luciano T. Talbos Jr.- first runner- up (UNP), Russel Dela
Cruz- Mr. SCUAA-I 2016 (PSU), Cris Doctolero- Ms. SCUAA-I 2016 (DMMMSU), Antonina C. Gagote- 2nd runnerup (PSU), Shann Michael Carreon- 2nd runner-up (DMMMSU).
See story on page 3
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ATHLETICS

SWIMMING

BASKETBALL

VOLLEYBALL
Men (25,15,10,5,2)
Women (25,15,10,5,2)
BASEBALL
(25,15,10,5,2)
SOFTBALL
(25,15,10,5,2)
SOCCER
(25,15,10,5,2)
SEPAK TAKRAW
(25,15,10,5,2)
TAE-KWON-DO
Men (20,15,10,5,2)
Women (20, 15,10, 5, 2)
BADMINTON
Men (15,10,7,5,2)
Women (15,10,7,5,2)
LAWN TENNIS
Men (15,10,7,5,2)
Women (15,10,7,5,2)
TABLE TENNIS
Men (15,10,7,5,2)
Women (15,10,7,5,2)
CHESS
Men (15,10,7,5,2)
Women (15,10,7,5,2)
BEACH
VOLLEYBALL
Men (15,10,7,5,2)
Women (15,10,7,5,2)
DANCESPORTS
Latin (10,7,5,3,1)
Standard (10,7,5,3,1)
MR. & MS.SCUAA-I
MR. (10,7,5,3,1)
MISS (10,7,5,3,1)
FUTSAL (Demo game)
OVERALL POINTS
RANK
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PSU and DMMMSU win Mr. and Ms. SCUAA-I 2016
Russel Dela Cruz of Pangasinan State University
(PSU) and Cris Doctolero of Don Mariano Marcos Memorial
State University (DMMMSU) bested other contenders from
the different SUCs in the region making them the title
holders of this year’s Mr. and Ms. SCUAA-1 held at PSU
Convention Hall on December 15.
With their undeniable beauty, exceptional
personality and brilliant minds, PSU and DMMMSU won Mr.
and Ms. SCUAA-1 2016 over other candidates namely Shann
Michael Carreon of Don Mariano Marcos Memorial State
University (DMMMSU); Excel Valdez of North Luzon
Philippines State College (NLPSC); Kevin Mcnel Legaspi of
Mariano Marcos State University (MMSU); Joshua Valdez of
Ilocos Sur Polytechnic State College (ISPSC); Luciano Talbos
of University of the Philippines (UNP) for male candidates
and Jovelyn Lacuata of NLPSC; Antonina Gagote of PSU;
Marian Paguirigan of MMSU; Raphael Nicah Banez of ISPSC;
Analene Cabebe of UNP.
The twelve stunning and gorgeous candidates fired
up the stage as they strut their respective university attire
that left the audience in awe.
“I am so proud to wear our university attire and of
course it is my pride also to represent our university,” said Valdez of NLPSC during an interview.
The second part of the pageant amazed the crowd as they showcase different colorful sportswear
which really fits them.
“Wearing sports attire is one way of promoting sports to be one of youth’s hobbies rather than
being involved in bad doings like drinking alcohol, smoking or worst, using drugs,” said Gagote of PSU.
After the sportswear competition, the crowd cheered as the most awaited part of every pageants
has come - the swimwear competition. The audience were left in awe as the 12 candidates fearlessly show
their beautiful and sexy bodies. The pageant was further intensified after the candidates showed elegance
and grace as they walk with their formal and cocktail dress.
But like all other pageants, not all can win. The 12 male and female candidates were down to
three male and three female. And these lucky candidates were candidate number 9 (Russel Dela Cruz);
candidate number 12 (Luciano Talbos) and candidate number 7 (Shann Michael Carreon) for male
candidates on the other hand, we have candidate number 1 (Cris Doctolero); candidate number 3
(Antonina Gagote) and candidate number 6 (Analene Cabebe) for the female candidates.
The hall was filled with nervous and excitement as the final round of the pageant come to its point, the
‘Question and Answer portion’. The board of judges gives only one question for the female candidates
and another one question for the male candidates.
And just like every pageant, it should come to an end. The crowd yell the names and numbers of
the candidates they support. After a long wait, candidate number 7 (Shann Michael Carreon) and
candidate number 3 (Antonina Gagote) were announced as the Mr. and Ms. SCUAA-1 2016 2nd runner-up
and candidate number 12 (Luciano Talbos) and candidate number 6 (Analene Cabebe) were proclaimed
as Mr. and Ms. SCUAA-1 2016 1st runner-up making candidate number 9 (Russel Dela Cruz) and candidate
number 1 (Cris Doctolero) to be declared as the Mr. and Ms. SCUAA-1 2016 title holder. University
Presidents were given the honor to award their students with the prizes.
Minor awards were also given during the pageant. Mr. and Ms. Natasha to candidate number 9
(Russel Dela Cruz) and candidate number 1 (Cris Doctolero); Mr. and Ms. MSE to candidate number 7
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(Shann Michael Carreon) and candidate number 3 (Antonina Gagote); Mr. and Ms. DVM Mix and Match
to candidate number 7 (Shann Michael Carreon) and candidate number 6 (Analene Cabebe); Mr. and Ms.
Precious Health Life style to candidate number 8 (Russel Dela Cruz) and candidate number 1 (Cris
Doctolero) and; Mr. and Ms. Cocktail attire to candidate number 7 (Shann Michael Carreon) and candidate
number 6 (Analene Cabebe).
“I am so happy, to be honest I’m not expecting to win, I just want to represent my school that’s why I did
my best and here is the prize,” said Dela Cruz in an interview.
“Of course everyone deserves to win, maybe the judges saw something that made me different
from the other candidates which brought me to the top and have this crown,” said Doctolero.
The titlist will now undergo intensive training in preparation of the National SCUAA to be held at
Batangas City on February.

ELEGANCE. Doctolero of DMMMSU strikes
a powerful pose during the Cocktail attire.

FEARLESS. Bañez of ISPSC fearlessly
walk with her sports attire.

POISE. Gagote of PSU, sweet and
gorgeous in her Cocktail attire.

SWEET. Cabebe strikes a sweet pose in
her Cocktail dress.
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State University featuring
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PANGASINAN STATE UNIVERSITY HOSTING SCUAA-I
Is it an Advantage or Disadvantage?

VISION
To become an ASEAN Premier State

University in 2020.

Owning the battlefield gives edge to grab the glory, is it? A query PSU Golden
Lions must answer with an exclamation on hosting the Regional SCUAA-I Athletic
Meet.
Talent, teamwork and courage are the primary weapons the Golden Lion
players already possess, owning the battlefield is another plus. Playing in their own
grounds gives the athletes the intense aura of support from their schoolmates and fans
that will surely boost PSU Golden Lions talented players. The players also have the
advantage in terms of the conditioning, they are used to the settings in their home field
unlike the guest players who will need to adapt their physical and mental conditions.
Given also the fact that the travel from the respective regions of the guest teams is far,
this will add in the exhaustion of the visitors while the home team is having enough
rest for the coming games. These factors gives no reason for the home team not to grab
the throne this year.
But come to think of it, is it really pure advantage for the home team? Hosting
this kind of event requires a lot of effort in order for the event to go smooth and
succeed. PSU needs to allocate bigger budget for the accommodation of guest
universities and colleges, in this case, instead of allotting a certain budget to the supply
the athletes, funds will be diverted and will be lessen in order to gratify the comfort
and accommodation of the visitors. The event will also require manpower from the
sports committee including coaches and sports coordinators. The core of the coaches
will be diverted in helping in the preparation instead of training and conditioning the
players.
Advantageous or not, PSUnians keep on believing that the PSU Golden Lions
will yield the pride of success in the SCUAA-I Regional Sports Competitions. With
the support of the university’s administration and provincial government, the Golden
Lions shall have the incomparable strength and passion to unite in this endeavor and
continuously uplift the pride and honor of Pangasinan State University.

MISSION
The Pangasinan State University,
through instruction, research,
extension and production, commits
to develop highly principled,
morally upright, innovative and
globally competent individuals
capable of meeting the needs of
industry, public service and civil
society.
GUIDING PHILOSOPHY
The Pangasinan State University’s
leadership adheres to the Filipino
educational philosophy that
education is geared towards better
citizenship and livelihood and the
United Nation’s declaration that
EDUCATION IS FOR ALL giving
ACCESS to quality education.
CORE VALUES
Accountability and Transparency
Credibility and Integrity
Competence and Commitment to
Achieve
Excellence in Service Delivery
Social and Environmental
Responsiveness
Spirituality
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MMSU Tankers notches
24 gold medals,
remains undefeated
It was not easy as in previous
years as other universities stepped up to
the higher level of competition, but the
MMSU stallions swimming team still
emerged as overall champion in the
swimming men’s and women’s category,
fourteenth time in a row in the Regional
State Colleges and Universities Athletic
Association (SCUAA) Olympics held at
Dagupan City Poolside last December 14,
2016.
Beating its five opponents --DMMMSU, UNP, PSU, ISPSC and NLPSC,
MMSU stallions garnered a total of 24
gold medals out of the 38 events. PSU on
the other hand, ranks second and 4th in
the overall standing for men and women’s
division. DMMMSU, which placed second
in last years’ men’s division SCUAA
Regional, has slid down to 3rd place after
being outcast by PSU Golden Lions in the
championship fight.
“Determination is the key,” says
Mrs. Myrna Antonia, head coach of
MMSU’s women’s division. “Earning a
gold, silver or bronze medal reflects the
hard work and time invested by the
athletes just to bring honor for our team”
Mr. Ruel Peralta added, men’s head
coach.
Meanwhile, three gold medalists
from PSU-Binmaley campus namely
Joseph Ragos, Rey Bautista and Mark
Argay Ragos will join the rest of MMSU
swimming team in representing Region I
in the upcoming National SCUAA to be
held at Batangas State University on
February 2017. (Kier Collado)

PSU Table Tennis Team
sweeps DMMMSU in
SCUAA 2016 Table
Tennis Championships
History repeats itself!
Pangasinan
State
University
paddlers retained and sealed the men and
women table tennis championship after
trashing Don Mariano Marcos Memorial State
University in the deciding set of the 2016
SCUAA-I Table Tennis tournament at PSUConvention hall last December 12, 2016.
PSU Table Tennis team sets a record
of 3 straight championship titles in women’s
division and also hailed as back to back
champions maintaining an undefeated record
against DMMMSU in men’s division.
DMMMSU promised to bounce back
stronger in the SCUAA 2017 which will be held
at University of Northern Philippines in Vigan
City, Ilocos Sur

University of Northern Philippines in Vigan
City, Ilocos Sur after failing to secure and
grabbing the title in their appearance in the
final round.
Meanwhile, Mariano Marcos State
University Stallions settles for bronze after
losing in the semi-final round of the game.
The PSU Golden Lions Table Tennis
team will represent the Region I as well as the
university in the National SCUAA Games this
upcoming February 2017 at Batangas State
University, Batangas aiming to secure a spot
and bring home the bacon after settling for
5th place last year.
Six SUCS namely Don Mariano
Marcus
Memorial
State
University
(DMMMSU),
Mariano
Marcos
State
University (MMSU), Pangasinan State
University (PSU), University of Northern
Philippines (UNP), Ilocos Sur Polytechnic
State Colleges (ISPSC) and North Luzon
Philippines State College (NLPSC) vies for the
title and ranking in the different division
hosted by PSU. (Kier Collado)

LINGAYEN, Pangasinan – University of Northern Philippines (UNP) went neckand-neck with their rival, Mariano Marcos State University (MMSU), 9-8, in a
deciding game during the annual State Colleges and Universities Athletic
Association-I (SCUAA-I) Softball Championship, at the Lingayen Capitol
Beachfront, December 15, 2016.
Jessa Angela Lapias, UNP softball key player, mentioned that they have
prepared for several months for SCUAA-I.
“Kami po, after class, mayroon po kaming training like batting, catching,
pero noong una po, wala pa po kaming gloves, wala pa po kaming bolang
hinahawakan,” Lapias stated. She mentioned that softball is not only a game
requiring sharp vision, speed, and timing, but it is also a psychological battle
where intimidation plays a pivotal role.
The team is eyeing for a championship trophy on the nationals which
will take place in Batangas. The team jokingly chanted, “Our road to Batangas
starts now.” (Mervin Anoc-PSU Alaminos campus)

UNP beats DMMMSU in basketball, 90-58
University of Northern Philippines (UNP) ended the final hopes of Don Mariano Marcos Memorial State
University (DMMMSU), 90-58 in the 49th State Colleges and Universities Athletic Association (SCUAA) Men's
Basketball at Narciso Ramos Sports and Civic Center on December 14, 2016.
UNP Sharks played a dominant game against DMMMSU Stinging Bees with 32-point deficit, earning them
a slot to finals with Mariano Marcos State University (MMSU) for the championship.
It was a collective effort for the guys of the yellow and the green to set a good point lead on the first half as UNP
runs the ball on fast phase, grabbing steals and showcasing some defensive prowess. During the second half, both
team got their gasoline full tank as they tallied timely baskets for their respective teams. (Joanna Marie AltesingPSU Urdaneta campus)
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WHO’S YOUR BET?
Scream of the excited crowd and cheer of the coaches make every brave and hardworking
student-athlete give their very best in winning to the clash of six aspiring State Colleges and
Universities to the SCUAA-1 and getting ready for the upcoming SCUAA National Games.
Igniting with this year’s theme: “PASUC @ 49: Paving towards Internalization at the State
Colleges and Universities through Sports” the six (6) State Colleges and Universities with their
resembling vigor to the wild and aggressive animals to complement their astounding capabilities and
skills which shout their high level of competence.
Let us try to examine and evaluate how complex their abilities are, in the field of different
sports.
MMSU – The STALLIONS
The activeness and toughness of the MMSU Stallions flaunt in to every game with their not so
ordinary tactics and use it to achieve the goal of winning. Using wit and skills, their high-yielding
abilities were shown and exposed in this challenging tournament. The good qualities of every studentathlete inspire all aspiring co-students to continue the legacy of being the official Stern Stallion. Their
rigorous capabilities in every game permit them to bag the triumph and defeat their opponents that
forbid them to score. In this manner, they are so-called the STERN STALLIONS.
DMMMSU – STINGING BEES
Fancy moves and unusual strategies of the DMMMSU athletes paved their way in winning
some of the respective games. Moreover, their determination to win which is evident in their kicks
and moves, gave them enough confidence and courage to win for the National games. Since bees are
known with their eccentric notion, the DMMMSU student-athletes make a remarkable sting of victory
and leave a venomous sting to their competitors. Thus, DMMMSU student- athletes are dubbed as the
STINGING BEE.
PSU – GOLDEN LIONS
While everybody shows their odd characteristics and unusual ways of winning, PSU’s Golden
Lions showcases sportsmanship and teamwork. As the host of the SCUAA-1 2016, the student-athletes
prove to every delegate and emphasize the appropriate, polite and honesty winning and pointing out
the real essence of sports. Their great sagacity and undaunted characteristic lead them to a satisfying
good fight. Thus, they are the GOLDEN LIONS.
UNP – SHARKS
UNP Speedy Shark Athletes show how decorous they are in every match that results to a
blistering fight. Their genuine fight is undoubtedly flabbergast. Shark is known as an active predator
and the UNP-Athletes gather to gain the victory and make it until the end of every match. Hence, UNP
student-athletes are the SPEEDY SHARKS.
NLPSC - TIGERS
Aggressiveness and fierce NSPC Dagger Tiger athletes are unstoppable in conquering every
ultimate net that tries to overcome their district abilities and endurances. Their competitive stripes
serve as the trademark of their unceasing trust and devoted vigor towards themselves in the field of
this challenging world of sports. Their ability to withstand every circumstances show how durable they
are, despite of hardships, NLSPC’s sufficient courage and competent result to inviolable match in this
SCUAA-1 2016. By so doing, they are the DAGGER TIGER.
ISPSC – PANTHERS
Hardworking and exceptional talents of the Ardent Panther athletes unveiled and used it to
frighten their contenders with their whimsical moves and plays. We know that Pink Panther shows
their maneuver abilities in every game. They are very entertaining yet very sagacious and more
chances of winning in opposing with different contenders. Their blazing characteristics shout that they
are fervently abiding the virtue of sportsmanship and so they are called ARDENT PANTHERS. (Reey-al
Canlas)
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LEAP OF FAITH. The drought of her success
was ended as she lands gold in the
women’s triple jump event.
(Photo by: Marc Christian H. Meridor)
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Hop, step, and jump. Train, try and win.
“Do not stop because you fail; they are just adversities. Don’t be afraid
to try again, but this time train harder and achieve to win,” stated by triple
jumper Janine M. Mirador after she quenched her thirst for victor and gold in her
athletic career during the 2016 SCUAA-I Meet held at NRSCC Lingayen
Pangasinan.
Her last jump attempt roared in ending her drought of success as she
sets her new best record at 9.93 meters. Mirador, although started with a bad
jump recorded as fault, still established fear to her other competitors from the
different member SUC’s. Her records were 9.64 meters and 9. 36 meters in the
second and third jump attempt respectively.
This was the first gold of the lady jumper of PSU Golden Lions in her fouryear athletic career.
Likewise, Mirador landed silver in the long jump women category with
her record of 4.60 meter, a small gap from the record of the gold bagger, Perlyn
Munar of DMMMSU.
Feeling the atmosphere of her winning moment, “Don’t stop yourself
from dreaming, keep trying, keep believing and keep praying. Push yourself
beyond your limits and start working out your dreams,” added Mirador. (Mark
Anthony M. Mas and Cherrie Dianne M. Mila of PSU Infanta Campus)

Alvin Caasi of PSU, a two-time SCUAA gold medalist has battled back from last year’s loss as he regained his throne in men’s high
jump during the SCUAA I Regional Games held at the Narciso Ramos Sports and Civic Center, Lingayen Pangasinan.
Caasi was able to out power UNP’s Joshua Paiste as he sets a
record of 1.85 meters, thus, eliminating 11 rivals from other competing
universities like the University of Northern Philippines, Don Mariano
Marcos Memorial State University (DMMMSU), Ilocos Sur Polytechnic State
College (ISPSC), North Luzon Philippines State College (NLPSC) and the
Mariano Marcos State University (MMSU).
Both Caasi and Paiste have previously been victorious in this event.
Caasi winning in SCUAA I 2013 and 2014 and Paiste coming out on top in
2015.
This year’s SCUAA Regional Meet, hosted by PSU is Caasi’s last
chance in reclaiming his title as he is in his senior year in PSU Lingayen
Campus.
Asked about his winning formula, “Enjoy mo lang yung laro, huwag
mong panggigilan” (Just enjoy the game, don’t get too excited) he quipped.
JUMP OF REVENGE. Alvin Caasi of PSU
Caasi’s winning is the first gold medal from the Athletics division
proved his might as he emerged victorious
for PSU. (Eric Mores & Marc Christian Meridor)
over rival Joshua Paiste of UNP.

UNP Sharks blocks PSU Golden Lions in the championship
It’s really a win from behind after
University of the Northern Philippines
(UNP) Sharks ended up winning their fourpeat championship over the host
university, Pangasinan State University
(PSU) Golden Lions during the 4th day of
SCUAA-1 2016 at the Narciso Ramos Sports
Complex.
With a score of 15-12 in favor of
the UNP for the final set, the Sharks beat
the Golden Lions with a 3-2 set win as it
ended with an error coming from the Lions.

During the first set, the Golden
Lions fired up the court as they won the
first set with a score of 25 over Sharks’ 23
leaving their opponents filled with nervous
for the next set. But the Sharks was not
shaken and won the second and third set
with a score of 23-25 and 22-25.
The crowd was filled with tense
and excitement for both team as the crowd
was filled with tense and excitement for
both team as they put their best in the
considered ‘do or die’ set of the
championship game for the Men’s division

making the Golden Lions roar with a score of
25 over Sharks’ 22.
At the final set the Sharks emerged on
top as they successfully bagged the
championship over the Golden Lions.
“Hindi kami sumuko. Of course with
our determination to win we are sure that we
will still be winning the championship and have
a 4-peat record. Nagkaproblema lang kami
after the first set kasi nadown sila although
first set pa lang yun but still we are one team
at ayaw talaga naming matalo,” said Quibal,
captain ball of the UNP Sharks. (Dionas De Los

Angeles-PSU Lingayen campus)

